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Summary

Its a complex world out there which is changing at a rapid pace and one of the
predominant factors to it is the advancement in technology. This advancement in
technology has led to massive changes in the way business get done nowadays and
this affects people in general as well, wherein what we see is new ways of doing work,
competition in terms of sustaining business and nonetheless the job one is associated
with. However, if one is particular about how he/she operates his/her Finance than
he/she can expect a promising future ahead provided we start planning today. This calls
for knowing the possibilities and of course the wide array of options available in the
market in terms of investing your hard money. However, owing to limited understanding
coupled with a sense of fear, people, in general, refrain themselves from investing
money and/or in options they perceive to be risky. On this note, a session was
organised for the students of BBA IV, towards understanding how investing in securities
is something we should look forward to and how this can help us reap-in greater returns.
The session was delivered by Mr Neeraj Kant Arya, Sr. State Training Manager, Bajaj
Allianz Life Insurance Company Limited, wherein, sir, in an engaging way, made
students understand WHY stock markets are there, how this benefits them and how we
should level up our understanding in terms of investing in securities as an option.
It was a wonderful session where students reflected upon their understanding of what
they understand of securities and how they should build upon their understanding in
times to come.
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1.Good to Great!! Mr. Neeraj Kant Arya, educating the students on concepts of Valuation of Securities.

2.Students paying rapt attention to valuable inputs and insights provided by the speaker.

3.The session in progress with BBA & MBA Studenst .

